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Belosludtseva V. V. Church school in system of an elementary education in Russia in second
half XIX century
In clause the history of Development Church Schools in second half XIX century is considered,
character of the state influence on system of an elementary education is analyzed, the role of Church in
becoming and development of national education of Russia is found out.
Key words: national education, national school, church schools, church, history of pedagogics.
Gorina O. S. The process of proletarization of an art education in Perm region 1920 – the
beginning of 1930th
The process of proletarization of an art education in Perm region, the result of this policy are investigated. We use the example of the Perm art-pedagogical school. The methods of increasing in number of workers and peasants in art education schools are under analyses. The attention is paid to the education level of workers and peasants, attempts of improvement of student’s living standarts.
Key words: art education, proletarization of an education, Narcompros, The Perm art-pedagogical
school.
Lavrinov V. V. The policy of the Soviet state against Renovation movement in the Russian
Orthodox Church during the Great Patriotic War (on the materials of the Urals)
This article is devoted to the history of state-church relations in the Great Patriotic War. Special
attention is given to activities Renovation movement in the Russian Orthodox Church, discusses the reasons for its elimination.
Key words: Russian Orthodox Church; State-church relations; Ural; Religious organizations;
Clergy; Patriotic activities; Opening churches; Patriarchate; Renovation movement in the Russian Orthodox Church; Consolidation of the Church.
Lomonosov M. Yu., Rozhko V. O. Albanian (?) Chameria: the myths of elites and the reality
of field
Chameria is the region in Northern Greece, that was inhabited by Albanian ethnic minority after
The Second World War. Often it is considered as the part of so-called Ethnic Albania side by side with
Kosovo, Preševo valley (in Serbia), South Montenegro and Western Macedonia. Nationalistic politicians, journalists and historians create many myths of Chameria. The expedition of graduated students of
Perm State and Sankt-Petersburg State universities was organised in the main centres of historic
Chameira in August 2009. The strictly Greek ethnic and national identity of Albanian-Greek bilingual
population was fixed. Albanian migrants in Greece consider the region as alien land. These facts contradict the discourse of Chameria not only in political texts, but also in academic albanological ones.
Key words: Chameria, Chams, Arvanites, ethnic Albania, political myth, flexible identity, border
area.
Novik А. А. Muslim Macedonians in Albania: Materials of the expedition in 2008
Muslim Macedonians, that live in the poly-ethnic border area on the North-East of Albania, are
not examined enough. In September 2008 in Trebisht was organized complex expedition of the Museum
of Anthropology and Ethnography (Kunstkammer) and Austrian Academy of Sciences. As a result the
variants of identity (makedonci, muslimanje, turki, nashi) and linguonym (nash jozik, makedonski,
turecki) were fixed. The traditional architecture, the crafts, the costume and the elements of the way of
life were examined too.
Key words: Muslim Macedonians, Albania, Golloborda, border area, traditional costume, traditional architecture, ethnic minority.
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Obuhov L. A., Suslov M. G. Two related Documentary books “When we were young…”:
History of Perm Region in documents
Two related Documentary books “When we were young…” prepared by Perm State Archive of
Contemporary History are reviewed. Authores consider archival sourses, periodicals, oral memories on
“Virgin Land epoch and Student Builders Units
Key words: Young Communist League (Comsomol), Student Builders Units, Memory, Perm Region.
Tolochko A. V. N. G. Fomin and Consolidation of the Russian Emigration in Shanghai
Naval officers, who immigrated to Shanghai after civil war, initiated constructing of the organization of the Russian émigrés and collecting money for the sake of Russian emigration as a whole. Captain
N. G. Fomin, former chief of staff of the Siberian Flotilla, the chairman of the Shanghai monarchist organization, and the commander of the Russian regiment of the Shanghai volunteer corps, played the key
role in all these efforts.
Key words: Russian emigration, navy, struggle against Soviet regime.
Ustyugova V. V. Notes on Kazan: Conference “Cultural Crossroads: Museum Memory: National and International Aspects”
Author represents impressions on All Russia Conference which took place in Kazan and was
dedicated to the Issues of Museology.
Key words: museology, museum business, preservation of monuments of culture, historical memory.
Vershinina D. B. Political culture and ideology in the countries of the West: gender aspect.
The program of a special course
The present teaching and methodological set (unit) is devoted to Western History in prospect of
Gender Studies – new and perspective academic trend. The course opens some serious possibilities to
examine main prerequisites for Women’s Movement in Europe and North America, to understand its
peculiarities and stages and to get knowledge in some classical works of feminism of the XVII–XX centuries. The unit consists of Explanatory Note, the Text of the Course, Recommendations for SelfControlled Work on some topics of the course, the List of Sources to study and Literature to read.
Key words: gender, Women’s History, Gender History, discrimination, feminism, suffragism,
masculinity, femininity.
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